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Starting on Page 6, Samantha Ferguson
reports on the full range of marketing
activities that are encouraging
consumers to eat more mushrooms.
The ongoing development of the Marsh
Lawson Centre is also presented and will
be a regular feature in future editions.
The story covers the progress made to
date and the next steps in the transition
of the Centre to a world-class research
facility.
While no-one wants to see it on their
farm, Pest and disease are back on our
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Chairman’s
Report

Tim Adlington Chairman, Australian
Mushroom Growers Association

D

ear levy payers and AMGA
members,
At the time of writing our
markets remain strong,
however, it is interesting to see the
changes comparing this year to the
previous one. What we are seeing is
a process of continual improvement
across our marketing and R&D programs,
directed by a robust, industry-focused
strategic plan. Importantly these
improvements are made possible
by Board members and Directors,
volunteering time to provide guidance
and assistance to maximise the return
on levy investment.
Marsh Lawson
The time we have put into developing
a strong relationship, and cooperative
approach with Hort Innovation is now
paying dividends. The newly established
The Marsh Lawson R&D committee has
a fabulous blend of skilled members and
a real desire to get things moving for
industry. The most recent committee
meeting in March evaluated and refined
several proposed projects that will
now be considered by SIAP for future
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tenders. The AMGA will continue to
work both directly with Hort Innovation
and through this committee and the
SIAp to provide an industry voice that is
crucial to the success of these projects.
Hort Innovation review
Our members have been requested to
participate in a governmental review
of Hort Innovation. It is part of a
process by which we need to evaluate
the way in which levy money is spent
efficiently. As an industry, we need to
be transparent and simplistic in our
approach to ensure this system works
to deliver real outcomes for everyone.
It is so important to get this process
right, and many of the board have
enthusiastically provided feedback. Once
the results are completed and reported
back, we will share the outcomes in
a future Journal to keep everyone
informed.
Australian Mushrooms
brand protection is part of our Strategic
mantra, and we want the brand
“Australian mushrooms” to be regarded
as the safest, most nutritious and
healthiest produce item anywhere in
the world. To do this requires our
members to commit to, and to follow
best practice throughout our production
systems.
I believe the key to this is education
and communication and we have some
very talented and expert people in this
field. Work is continuing to improve our
pest and disease information sharing
through our web-based system “Agora”.
As part of this, we are discussing
ways to provide early warning of
emerging diseases with the potential to
affect everyone’s yield levels. In the
future our disease experts are looking
to keep industry fully informed on
issues impacting on production, with
information available through the Agora
website. I would encourage everyone

to look at the site as the new pest
and disease project puts in the effort
to make this an increasingly valuable
resource for industry.
Get out the diary
The AMGA Industry Conference will
be held from 11-13 October at the
InterContinental Hotel in Sydney. Our
theme is “The bridge to Success”,
and there is an excellent program of
international speakers already locked in,
so please put the dates in your diary. It
is a great chance to stay informed, catch
up with other industry participants and
be challenged about what the future
holds for Australian Mushrooms. More
details about the conference are in this
edition of the Journal.
Until next time…,

Tim Adlington

Update from

Sally Heukers

AMGA General Manager Report

I

am pleased to report that we
are continuing to make progress
in delivering a cooperative, and
efficiently coordinated approach
to the way in which our industry
undertakes risk management, R&D
and marketing activities. With great
support from the AMGA board we have
a process that can help us progress
the objectives established in the AMGA
Strategic plan in a sustainable manner.
There is plenty of work that needs
to be done, but importantly we are
putting in place the projects (and the
people) to help us deliver real returns
on our industry investment.
Risk Management Update
As you will have read in previous
editions of this Journal, we have
continued efforts to update our
risk management capability. Two
projects have been undertaken – the
Australian Mushroom Industry’s Crisis
Management Review and the brand
Risk Management framework – to
ensure we are equipped to respond
quickly and effectively. (further
information on these projects is
available on page 33.)
The key message is that a dedicated
crisis management team is in place
to respond on behalf of industry. And
the team part of this approach was
evident at a recent workshop that
brought together representatives
from Hort Innovation, AMGA,
bite Communication (Mushroom
Marketing) and porter Novelli
(Communications) to ensure key
organisations working for industry
all understand how the roles and
responsibilities align in managing risk.
The next step in the process is to
bring together service providers who
are working on the industry frontline
– such as the pest and Disease and

Quality Assurance and Food Safety
projects - to ensure information
gathered through these projects is
shared in a collaborative manner with
the crisis management team.
Research & Development
Update
On the R&D front, the Marsh Lawson
Research Centre R&D Steering
Committee is up and running, with
a fantastic level of commitment
from all those involved. With great
support from Hort Innovation,
and under review of the Strategic
Industry Advisory panel (SIAp) this
collaborative committee is working
hard to deliver a strong R&D program
and the original vision for the
development of a centre of excellence.
AMGA 2018 Mushroom
Industry Conference
Registrations for the AMGA 2018
Conference are open now and a
dedicated conference website is
available to make things easy for
everyone wishing to attend. Access to
the conference materials is available
through the new Association website.
Special discounted rates will apply for
AMGA members.
AMGA Digital Strategy –new
digital platform launched!
The AMGA has launched the first phase
of its digital platform, with a site
delivering industry information, global
mushroom news, industry events, and
access to a marketplace. More
information will be provided in coming
months with ways to access services
through the site. We intend to deliver
a range of information and useful
services through the one site, so please
visit and let us know what you think www.mushroom.net.au

Member Services –
opportunity to reduce your
energy costs
As part of our commitment to deliver
real value to members and industry,
the AMGA has been working to
negotiate specific offers and discounts
for business-related services and
products. The first of these is a free
energy assessment with our nominated
brokers; bulk energy. Information
on this offer has been sent out and
information is also available in this
Journal on page 27. AMGA members
are also reminded that members rates
for training are available through the
Australian federation of employers &
Industries (AfeI).
Hort Innovation Review
I recently had the opportunity,
along with the AMGA Chairman, to
participate in the Hort Innovation
review conducted by consulting
firm GHD. The interview was an
opportunity for the Association
to highlight the areas that are working
well in the Hort Innovation structure
and to importantly offer
recommendations for those areas that
require improvement.
I would like to take this opportunity to
welcome Samantha ferguson our new
mushroom industry Marketing
Manager at Hort Innovation and thank
the Hort Innovation team, including
Monique emmi who have worked very
hard to help us drive industry returns.
please contact on 0472 599 135 or
email me at sally.heukers@amga.au.
Regards,

Sally Heukers
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Australian Mushrooms television
advertisements presented a range of family
friendly, easy to cook meal ideas.

Ensuring consumers know about

Australian Mushrooms
The Australian Mushroom
marketing approach has a
focus on delivering strong,
consistent messaging that
encourages growing numbers
of consumers to eat more
mushrooms.

F

or the Australian mushroom industry, marketing plays an
important role. The Australian Mushroom marketing team – and
it is a team, led by Hort Innovation Marketing Manager,
Samantha ferguson, and with different people and agencies, as
well as industry stakeholders, playing a part in a coordinated strategic
approach – has a focus on delivering strong, consistent messaging that
encourages growing numbers of consumers to eat more mushrooms.
Importantly the team approach provides Australian Mushrooms with access
to people and agencies that are all experts in their fields in a cost
effective and structured manner.
This edition of the Journal examines mushroom marketing activities
delivered over the first quarter of 2018 and what they have achieved.
While the various components are covered separately, it is important to
note that each element is part of a coordinated approach, with messages
presented in one area, such as television, reinforced in other areas like
digital and social media.

Television
To successfully advertise anything on television takes a clearly defined
strategy and targeted placement. The Australian Mushrooms approach has
followed this path with a clear plan to reach “least confident cooks” and
“medium mushrooms users”.
In early february, Australian Mushrooms advertisements returned to television,
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The television ads were aired
over an eight week period
tapping into a range of high
profile programs.

commencing just as the networks
returned programming to key formats
(Channel 9 – Married at First Sight and
Channel 10 – I’m a Celebrity Get Me Out
Of Here). Over February and March, the
ads appeared over an eight week period
(six weeks on air), launching with a
week of 30-second ads, and followed
with a mix of 30 and 15-second ads.
The ads followed the previously
adopted approach, with mushroom
recipes matched to a particular time
slot. Breakfast Omelette ads appeared
before midday, with ads for meals such
as Mushroom Pizza and Mushroom
Spaghetti screened after noon.
The campaign concluded in late March,
with the advertisements seen at least
twice by over 3.3 million grocery buyers
between the ages of 25 – 54.
While this figure is an encouraging
indicator as to the overall success of
the Australian Mushrooms approach, a
more detailed assessment and planning
process is now being undertaken to
measure the impact of this component
of the campaign, and to help shape
the future approach toward television
advertising.

Digital Video
The television advertising campaign
was further amplified through a
range of digital video activities, which
extended the screen presence over the
course of the campaign. The approach
has tapped into popular premium catch
up TV sites including Plus7, 9Now
and 10Play, and has also positioned
advertisements into contextually
relevant placements such as Premium
Food and Health and Nutrition. This mix
has seen the ads served over 800,000
times, with 660,000 impressions on the
catch-up TV sites alone.

Middle: Digital activities included the use of popular premium catch up TV
sites including 9Now to further amplify the reach of mushroom messaging.
Bottom: People playing YouTube videos received targeted bumper ads (in
this example a search for Gordon Ramsay steak delivered the video ad).
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Why use YouTube bumper ads?
When you go online to catch up on the news, see that
television program you missed, or watch a selection
of amusing videos, the last thing you want is any
interruptions. The good thing is that when those pesky
ads do pop up, unless they really meet your interests,
they can be skipped after an introduction. bumper ads
are the latest format, and are good for advertisers
because they are short and can't be skipped.
So, from a messaging perspective, what makes bumper
ads a smart option to integrate into advertising
campaigns?
The benefits include:
• The six second format is completely un-skippable and
being short the bumper format is a minimal intrusion
for consumers eager to return to their chosen content;
• Punchy messaging can be delivered to consumers at a
fraction of the cost of standard 15 and 30 second ads;
• Increased numbers of consumers can be reached, and
in a way that has more cut through than standard
online display ads; and
• Varying or sequential messaging can be used to
increase frequency and tell a story.

Right: Australian Mushrooms Bumper Ads
appearing on YouTube.

Pleasingly 91.4% of these placements
were viewed to completion; a figure that
is well above the industry benchmark of
just 70%.
Another measurement that reflects the
impact of the ads is that of “viewability”.
As the name suggests, this measurement
reflects whether the ad is not just
served to a site, but served in a way
that allows it to be seen by a user.
Using this measurement as an indicator
has the viewability of these ads at
87.1%, which is well above the industry
benchmark.
In addition to these ads a new series of
“bumper ads” were also produced and
delivered through the YouTube network.
The significant difference with these
ads is that they are just 6 seconds in
length and cannot be skipped, which is
something that can occur when longer
ads are presented to consumers.
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Radio
Australian Mushrooms continued to hit
the airwaves during the first quarter
of 2018, with the conclusion of the
Summer Mushie Mash-Ups campaign,
which commenced in December 2017.
The targeted campaign included a mix
of advertisements, sponsored editorial
and interview style communication
providing consumers with more reasons
to add more mushrooms to meals over
the summer months.
Over January the campaign aired with
2,220 spots nationally across the ARN
network. The approach comprised a
mix of ads, with some highlighting the
“mash-up” and others reinforcing the
Australian Mushrooms “Much Healthier,
Much Tastier” approach.
With Australian Mushrooms Ambassador,
Miguel Maestre, bringing his personality

to the radio ads, it was only natural that
he also featured in a range of additional
promotional activities. Over the course
of the campaign, a number of interviews
were aired, with Miguel starring on top
rating programs Jonesy and Amanda
(WSFM) and Jo & Lehmo (GOLD) to
inspire Australians to create their own
“Summer Mushie Mash-Ups”.
A digital component was also included in
the radio mix, with the summer recipe
online cookbook appearing on the ARN
site lists. The e-cookbook was also
promoted through display ads, further
extending the reach of the campaign
and providing consumers with a range
of deliciously simple summer mushroom
recipes.
Over the course of the radio campaign,
the Australian Mushroom message
reached 3.32 million grocery buyers at
least once. Importantly, a brand insights
independent survey highlighted that one
in four respondents could recall hearing
the ad, while 13% said they purchased
more mushrooms after the ad was aired.

Above: Australian Mushrooms Ambassador, Miguel Maestre
made another appearance on the high rating Jonesy and
Amanda program as part of the radio promotion.
Below: Over a four-week period, Australian Mushrooms
participated in a “product association” promotion, linking
mushrooms with Coles’ mince online.

Coles Online
As outlined in the previous edition of
this Journal, Australian Mushrooms
ran an integrated digital marketing
campaign with Coles during March. The
approach included a variety of digital
advertising spaces – including content
tiles, product association and homepage
features, and checkout featured product
placement on the Coles website.
The content tiles linked to mushroom
products sold through Coles,
and included an “add to basket”
functionality, allowing consumers
viewing the online shopping site to
select the product required for the
featured recipe.
Over a four-week period, Australian
Mushrooms participated in a “product
association” promotion, linking
mushrooms with Coles’ mince. The way
in which this approach works is that
when online shoppers click on mince,
they receive a pop-up asking whether
they want to also include mushrooms in
their shopping basket. It is a simple and
effective way of providing consumers

Australian Mushrooms Journal
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with a gentle nudge towards products
that go well together and can be used in
easy to prepare meals.
Further promotion of Australian
Mushrooms was also conducted through
tile ads featuring mushrooms and
presented at the homepage or checkout
page.
In combination, the overall approach
provided good exposure, with ads
appearing in different ways throughout
the Coles website. The potential impact
of these ads is significant, given that
the sites reach an average of 3.4 million
consumer visits per month.
Public Relations
A range of public relations activities
were undertaken in early 2018 to
promote Australian Mushrooms. These
activities included working with social
media influencers, promoting recipes
through social media and media
channels, updating the Australian
Mushrooms website and distributing an
Australian Mushrooms enewsletter.
To help promote the burst of summer
mushroom inspiration, a partnership
was established with well-known
social media influencer Leah Itsines.
Leah created mushroom recipes which
appeared on her social media channels.
These recipes were further shared on
the Australian Mushrooms social media
channels and with media.
In terms of the ability to connect and
influence consumers, this approach is
significant as it tapped into Facebook

and Instagram pages with hundreds of
thousands of followers.
Consumers were provided with a range
of excellent summer meal ideas, with
a suite of new mushroom recipes
produced by MyFoodBook and delivered
through an e-cookbook. This recipe
collection provided further opportunities
to spread the mushroom message over
summer. The success of this e-cookbook
allowed recipes to be shared via
Australian Mushrooms’ Facebook and
Instagram pages, and with the wider
media. The media distribution further
leveraged the recipes with coverage
obtained in a range of high-reaching
publications including Men’s Health,
Women’s Health, Women’s Fitness,
Body + Soul, MiNDFOOD and the cover
of Buy Australian magazine. Planning
is also underway to continue inspiring
Australian consumers to make meal
times much better with mushrooms,
with new recipes on the way from
Miguel.
As part of the public relations activities,
the Australian Mushrooms website
was updated with a new summer
theme, including a new landing page,
refreshed Miguel tab and emphasis on
downloading the summer mushroom
e-cookbook. The site remains a vital
online resource directed at consumers,
delivering a searchable database of meal
ideas and other essential mushroom
information (think health and nutrition,
videos, storage and handling tips and
more). Importantly it has maintained a
high search rank, allowing consumers

to find the site with general mushroom
search queries. If you type ‘Australian
Mushrooms’ into Google our website
is now the first search result, bumping
Wikipedia off the top ranking!
The Mushroom Lovers Club members
received regular inspirational updates
via email. The database of 25,000
subscribers received delicious summer
mushroom meals and BBQ tips from
Miguel, and Leah Itsines’ go-to
mushroom recipes.

Social Media
As outlined above, Australian
Mushrooms partnered with social
media influencer Leah Itsines to deliver
summer mushroom inspiration. Her
appeal is simple, healthy food which
she offers in a very relatable manner.
Leah, who has a combined social
media audience of over 400,000,
created a series of mushroom recipes
distributed and shared via her channels.
Those recipes were then amplified via
Australian Mushrooms social media
and seeded with general media. This
partnership resulted in over 2.1 million
(2,115,840) opportunities to see these
recipes, providing excellent exposure for
Australian Mushrooms.
Two Facebook Live events were
conducted featuring Australian
Mushrooms Ambassador, Miguel Maestre.
The first promoted the summer ‘salad of
champignons’, and the second gave the
public the opportunity to see Miguel’s
cooking demonstration at the Sydney
Royal Easter Show.

Next page:
A range of public relations activities were undertaken in early 2018
to promote Australian Mushrooms including a partnership with
health and nutrition social media influencer, Leah Itsines, and ‘Buy
Australian’ Magazine.
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To help promote the burst of summer mushroom inspiration, a public
relations partnership was established with well-known social media
influencer Leah Itsines who created mushroom recipes which appeared on
her social media channels reaching hundreds of thousands of followers.
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Social Media by Numbers

The use of facebook Live video
provided facebook fans with an
intimate opportunity to engage directly
with Miguel – to follow along and
ask him questions. Consumers have
the chance to watch the facebook
Live video as it happens or catch up
afterwards. Those two videos alone
saw over 125,000 views, with over
1900 reactions (including over 340
comments).
“foodies and families” have again been
targeted with paid social media posts
featuring recipes designed to inspire
cooks to add more mushrooms to more
of their everyday meals. This target
audience received a total of six Miguel
recipes, with one new recipe run every
fortnight. This targeting is expected to
deliver some two million impressions,
gaining significant overall exposure for
these recipes.

Sydney Royal Easter Show
The distinctive Australian Mushrooms
caravan gained plenty of exposure at
the Sydney Royal easter Show picking
up a Silver Commercial exhibitor Award
in the process.
The approach for the stand was to
wow consumers with a mix of cooking
demonstrations, food samples and
take-home recipe materials. Added into
this mix was Australian Mushrooms’
Ambassador, Miguel Maestre, who
performed a cooking demonstration
that was also live streamed on
facebook (see story above).
The Sydney Royal easter Show – and
other events attended by Australian
Mushrooms – are all about reaching
a large number of people in a costeffective and efficient manner. This
year the show had a total attendance
of 780,000, with 245,000 people
attending on Good friday and easter
Saturday.
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When it comes to social media, it is all about providing fans or followers
with the type of information that they want to receive and share with
others. Put simply, it is about content that interests and engages with
people, and that is the approach adopted for the Australian Mushrooms
Facebook and Instagram pages. The figures below provide a snapshot of
how these pages have performed over the first three months of 2018.
Facebook results
(January – March 2018)
• Fans: 130,216 total fans, 4,755
new fans, 4% page growth
• People reached: 8,322,716
• Average engagement rate: 3%
• Number of comments, likes and
shares: 13,814 comments, 55,463
likes and 12,329 shares (81,606
total actions)

Instagram results
(January – March 2018)
• Followers: 10,483 total fans, 936
new fans, 10% page growth
• People reached: 158,949
• Average engagement rate: 7%
• Number of comments and likes:
506 comments and 17,475 likes
(17,981 total actions)

Left:
Top Post - Facebook
• Likes: 3,257
• Comments: 1,369
• Shares: 1,831
• Reach: 294,838
• Video views: 139,481
• Engagement: 5%
Below:
Top Post - Instagram
• Likes: 2,067
• Comments: 44
• Reach: 9,810
• Engagement: 21%

Above: Samantha Ferguson, the
new Marketing Manager for
Australian Mushrooms.

Top: Australian Mushrooms Ambassador, Miguel Maestre keeps the
crowds entertained during the Sydney Royal Easter Show.
Above: The Australian Mushrooms caravan was given a Silver
Commercial Exhibitor Award.

While not everyone who attended
passed the Australian Mushrooms stand,
a significant number did, providing an
excellent opportunity to build
awareness. Research into consumer
behaviour shows that
the more confident people are in
the kitchen, the more they will use
mushrooms. explaining how to cook
delicious and straightforward everyday
recipes and then backing that up
through sampling is a great way to build
this confidence. Reinforcing this through
take-home recipe brochures helps to
position the idea with consumers that

their much-loved favourite meals can
be made much better with mushrooms.

Mushrooms has a new
Marketing Manager
Hort Innovation has appointed
Samantha Ferguson to the role of
Marketing Manager for Australian
Mushrooms. Samantha replaces
Monique Emmi who held the position
from July 2015.
Samantha is ideally positioned to
manage the mushrooms marketing
program, with a background in food
marketing, having worked previously

in the United kingdom for food
company Just eat, as well as Google
and Jamie Oliver’s food foundation and
Wagamama. Her career in Australia
prior to this spanned across marketing
roles at Oporto, breville and video ezy.
Samantha is looking forward to working
with industry representatives through
the Strategic Investment Advisory panel
to ensure the marketing strategy for
mushrooms continues to build on the
success of current activities.
“It’s an exciting time for Australian
Mushrooms, there are lots of
opportunities and my role is to make
sure we deliver the best possible results
for the available marketing investment.
I will also continue to provide industry
with regular updates on marketing
activities to ensure levy payers know
where funds are being spent.”
Samantha said her favourite mushroom
recipe over summer was Miguel’s Salad
of Champignons. “quick, easy and
simply delicious with plenty of
mushrooms – just how I like it. plus, it
really heroes mushrooms!”
for any questions relating to Australian
Mushrooms marketing activities, please
contact Hort Innovation Marketing
Manager, Samantha ferguson –
samantha.ferguson@horticulture.com.au
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Food Service Tours
continue

Australian Mushrooms is continuing
to provide leading chefs and
foodservice operators with a unique
insight into the mushroom industry,
with two on-farm functions held in
recent months.

T
Above:
Costa General Manager, Mushroom Category, Trevor Jordon
talks mushrooms with Australian Mushrooms Ambassador,
Miguel Maestre.
Over page Top: The chefs get ready to cook up some delicious
mushroom meals.
Middle Left: Costa General Manager, Mushroom Category,
Trevor Jordon talks to participants on the recent farm tour.
Middle Right: The experts get down to business.
Bottom: Costa General Manager, Mushroom Category, Trevor
Jordon talks to participants on the recent farm tour.

Participant feedback
“Loved the trip and got a lot of value
out of it, it made me like and
understand mushrooms even more.”
"I thought it was very informative and
thorough"
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he foodservice tours to the Costa farm
at Mernda (Victoria) and SA Mushrooms
in Adelaide were both very well
received, with great engagement and
support from the foodservice community. These
events follow on from the hugely successful
visit to Regal Mushrooms at Windsor (NSW),
in 2017.
As you would expect, the tours are designed
specifically for industry professionals, with
the growers at each farm creating a firsthand
experience for participants to connect at
a farm level and to learn more about the
mushroom industry. As they say in the classics,
it is a marriage made in heaven, joining
people who love their food with people who
love to grow their food. Most attendees have
never been on a mushroom farm before, and
for them it is a real eye-opener, finding out
how mushrooms are grown and how they are
ultimately delivered as a quality product to
Australian consumers.
In late February, the visit to Mernda included a
cross-section of 14 chefs and industry experts
including Executive Chefs from Crown Metropol,
the Marriott and Melbourne Convention Centres,
the Head Chef of Oliver’s Real Food and recipe
development Chefs. The visit to SA Mushrooms
in April involved 9 chefs and industry experts
from venues such as the Adelaide Oval, The
Playford Hotel (Accor Hotels), Hurley Group
and Adelaide Hills Convention Centre.
The tour on both farms covered the different
growing rooms to highlight the various stages
of growth and to explain how mushrooms
progress over a period of days. From the
compost stage, right through to packing,
attendees gained a valuable insight into a
fascinating product.
As outlined previously, the objective of these
types of events is to educate foodservice

Above:
Nick Femia, of SA Mushrooms,
shows his farm to Adelaide food
service representatives.

“It was exceptional, a
great networking event
as well as educational
and fun.”
"It was very engaging
and hands-on fun and I
would recommend it to
any chef."
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professionals, by giving them firsthand
knowledge about how mushrooms
are grown. The events are an ideal
opportunity to help chefs build a real
connection with mushrooms. In turn,
this experience helps to build personal
relationships with key decision-makers
who are positioned to consider the
increased use of mushrooms in the
important foodservice sector.

Mernda Tour
participants on the tour of Costa
Mushrooms at Mernda were shown
through all aspects of the operations
ranging from the spawn laboratory to
understanding peat and mycelium, to
growing rooms and harvesting, and
into the packing and sorting area.
As part of the event, Michael klausen
from brasserie bread addressed
participants to highlight the
opportunity with placing Mushrooms
on Sourdough on the foodservice
menu. Participants were also given

the opportunity to get creative with
fresh local produce and create their
own deliciously different mushroom
meal ideas.

SA Mushrooms Tour
Nick femia of SA Mushrooms enjoyed
the opportunity to show his farm to
Adelaide food service representatives.
As with previous tours, the participants
were given a hands on experience,
providing real insight into how
mushrooms are grown.
The day finished with a cooking session
which allowed the chefs to get creative
with mushrooms and local seasonal
produce.
The tour, which is part of a national
approach to developing stronger
relationships with the food service
sector, was well received, with
participants leaving with a great
appreciation of how mushrooms
journey from the farm to the fork.

DES-O-GERM™ SP

Your complete sanitiser for mushroom farming.
A BROAD SPECTRUM BACTERICIDE, FUNGICIDE, VIRUCIDE AND ALGAECIDE
Totally environmentally friendly, non-toxic to humans and animals,
biodegradable, non-corrosive, PDQXIDFWXUHGWRHACCP & ISO 1400
VWDQGDUGV.

DES-O-GERM™ SP can be used for:
V General sanitation.
V Air conditioning units.
V Foot baths.
V6SUD\LQJGRZQRIZDOOVÀRRUV PDFKLQHU\
V Washing of hands, crates, picking equipment.
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Building a Centre
of excellence

It is an exciting time for
the Australian mushroom
industry, with the ongoing
development of the Marsh
Lawson Research Centre into
a state-of-the-art facility.
Since the last edition of
this Journal, there has been
plenty happening, with the
Steering Committee working
hard to turn the vision into
a reality.
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G

iven the importance of the
development, regular updates
will be provided. In this edition,
we talk to Steering Committee Chair,
Gordon Rogers about the development of
the Centre.
How far has the development of the
Centre of Excellence progressed?
What we have in place is an
enthusiastic and committed group of
people, dedicated to progressing the
development of the Centre of Excellence
and gaining results for the industry. As
a group we understand the need to get
the process and fundamentals right, so
we have taken the time to consider how
the Centre of Excellence will run, how
we consider project proposals and
importantly how we support those
projects and communicate effectively
with industry.
for instance, the committee has
considered the issue of where the
funding should be directed, with the
discussion suggesting that up to 25% of
the funding is directed to fundamental
research projects which are likely to lead
to “game changing” longer term benefits

for the industry. Usually Hort Innovation
is more directed towards applied
research, however, they are supportive
of this approach.
Another issue that committee members
have considered is that of extension.
Understandably whenever research
is undertaken, it is essential for it
to be conducted with a pathway to
deliver outcomes back to industry and to
keep industry informed of what is
happening with their levy investment. As
a committee, we are looking to see
clearly established extension activities
included in projects. We understand that
researchers have a strong focus
on the research and in some cases may
not be the best people to try to extend
the information. but in those cases, we
want to see processes in place to allow
extension or communication experts
to work with them to drive industry
knowledge.
Linking in with the Communication
project (MU15001)and getting the
information to industry through the
Journal and the Industry Update
newsletter is an obvious

Marsh Lawson Steering Committee:
Members
Gordon Rogers
Anthony Kachenko
Tim Adlington
Geoff Martin
Sally Heukers
Richard Bell
Ann Bleads
Graham Price

Position
Committee Chair & Principal, Applied Horticultural Research
Hort Innovation R&D Lead
AMGA Chair
AMGA Treasurer
AMGA General Manager
Costa Group Technical Manager
Science Support at Elf Farm Supplies
Mushroom grower

The Committee meets regularly to progress the development of the Centre and
consider and refine R&D investment opportunities.
way of delivering information, but there
may be other specific project related
activities that can be used to maximise
the impact, and the committee is keen
for this to happen.
How are new ideas put forward?
The committee has been extremely
active in considering ideas for funding.
from the initial planning workshop, 19
ideas were put forward as potential
concepts. from this, we have looked
to see how these ideas align with the
themes identified in the Mushroom
Industry Strategic plan. from that point,
our approach is to work with the AMGA
R&D Committee to further examine
those ideas that align, and to then work
those ideas into complete project
concepts that can be considered in
further detail.
It is important to remember that
once ideas come in, we look at it as
a committee and we then make a
recommendation to the SIAp. It is up
to the Advisory panel to decide as to
whether the project will be put out to
tender, or whether there are further
issues that need consideration by our
Committee before this can happen.
Where people have a good idea for a
project, we would encourage them to
enter the ideas into the Hort Innovation
concept portal or send them through
to the steering committee, for initial
consideration. We want the Marsh
Lawson Centre to be up and running and
doing things that can make a difference
for industry.

And it is not just levy-funded projects
that can be undertaken through the
Centre. The great thing about having the
facilities is that we can conduct
confidential or private projects on a fee
for service basis, so if a company wants
to test something that applies to their
business, the centre is open to them as
well.
There are already some projects up and
running. To date, projects are looking at
managing food safety risks, the five-year
pest and disease extension project and
the project covering the operation of the
Centre. Over the coming months, we
expect that there will be many more
projects progressed to tender and
ultimately undertaken through the Centre.
What general areas of research will be
taken on by the Centre?
Without going into details on the
individual projects, it is fair to say that
we are looking for a well-balanced
portfolio that addresses those areas
identified under the Strategic plan.
The priority of improving productivity,
for example, could consider projects
covering things like substrate compost,
pest and disease management and
the introduction of new technologies.
Similarly, the management of risk is
likely to pull in areas of work covering
food safety and sustainability,
encompassing things like food safety
risk, quality assurance, pesticides and
biosecurity.
In the area of sustainability, the issues
include things like water and waste

management along with issues related to
adapting to climate change.
It is important to remember that not
every concept will make it through the
selection process. What we are building
with the Centre is the resource, and
the capacity, to encourage new projects
and to work with researchers to refine
and undertake concepts that meet the
needs of industry. There are plenty of
concepts put forward for consideration,
and the role of the committee is to
carefully examine how these projects fit,
and whether further work is required
before they are passed to the SIAp for
consideration.
What are the next steps in the
development of the Centre?
building a real Centre of excellence
takes time and what we are doing now
in establishing the foundations of how it
will work, is an important process. The
Committee that is in place is a good one,
with highly experienced and enthusiastic
members, who understand the challenge
and are committed to making it work. As
a Committee, we are meeting regularly to
make sure we give the time to consider
fully the concepts presented to us,
and encourage new project ideas to be
submitted. The message for industry is
that we are essentially open for business
and want to hear from them, whether
it is with new ideas or feedback on the
work being undertaken.
The Marsh Lawson Steering Committee
meets regularly to progress the
development of the Centre. Levy payers
are encouraged to contact members
of the committee to discuss any issues
relating to the operations of the Centre
and the research projects undertaken on
behalf of industry.
More Information
Centre Manager
Dr Gordon Rogers
Ph: 0418 51 7777
Email: gordon@ahr.com.au
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Composting Machinery
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Casing Separators
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T +31 77 398 39 29
info@mushroommachinery.com

www.mushroommachinery.com

Pest and Disease Management

Biofilm -

The horror movie now
playing at your farm
By Warwick Gill, Tasmanian Institute of
Agriculture, University of Tasmania, Hobart.
What is a biofilm?
A biofilm is a highly structured,
mixed community of microorganisms
adhering to a firm, environmental
surface (pollack et al 2005). The
microorganisms produce and encase
themselves within an extracellular
polysaccharide matrix (mucilage)
and live cooperatively encapsulated
within this slime. Within the biofilm,
component cells undergo significant
physiological change and adopt very
different behaviours compared to their
free-living form. This has a significant
impact on cell survivability and
infectivity.
Significance of biofilms on
mushroom farms
With an abundance of organic debris
and readily available non-sterile water,
the mushroom farm and particularly
the grow room environment is ideal
for biofilm formation. because of its
predominance in the casing layer it is
highly likely that the bacterial genus
Pseudomonas, responsible for blotch
and other bacterial diseases of
mushrooms, will be a significant
component of mushroom farm biofilms.
Given that biofilms also incorporate
organic debris from their immediate
environment, mushroom farm biofilms
are also likely to include pathogenic
fungal spores such as cobweb and dry
bubble which are prevalent among
mushroom farm dust. As they mature,
biofilms naturally slough the outer
cell layers into the environment, or
segments of biofilm may be released

by contact or during cleaning. The
remaining biofilm cells are able
to rapidly replenish the biofilm by
replication, attachment by further freeliving cells and debris accumulation.
Once in the environment, the highly
infective detached segments can
be transmitted by farm personnel,
machinery or air to form a new biofilm
at another location or contaminate
mushroom crops. In this way, biofilms
represent both a significant disease
reservoir and a significant disease vector.
The presence of mushroom pathogens
in grow room floor cracks and joins and
the potential for crop contamination
from these reservoirs has been
described previously (Gill 2017). The
possibility that these reservoirs may
comprise biofilm adds a further layer of
complexity to grow room sanitation.
On farms that cook out, it is probable
that the floor and walls, particularly
at or near floor level, do not attain
sufficient kill time and temperature
to eradicate the pathogens in the
cracks and joins. This is due to the
thermal mass of the concrete and the
transmission of heat to the ground from
the floor and walls.
Furthermore, considering the insulating
effect that biofilms have and the
protection they afford to deeply encased
cells (Stier 2005), it seems unlikely
that cook out would be sufficient to
eradicate biofilms from floor cracks,
joins and walls. Within the grow room
then, biofilms are most likely to form
in recessed doorhandles which retain

free water, floor cracks and joins, and
along the bottom of walls (fig. 1).
With the trend to shortened cook out
and reduced sanitation cycles to extend
production, biofilms in grow rooms
are unlikely to be eradicated without
focussed treatment.
Within fresh vegetable packing and
processing facilities, biofilms may
play a significant role in product
contamination. food contact surfaces
such as those found in slicers are a
‘hotspot’ for biofilm formation and
are often implicated in the transfer of
human pathogens such as Listeria and
Salmonella to fresh vegetables.
furthermore, Listeria, a ubiquitous
soil and water-borne human bacterial
pathogen responsible for Listeriosis,
proliferates in cool moist environments
which are prevalent in vegetable
processing facilities. evidence has
demonstrated that Listeria can be
transmitted to harvested product from
the processing room floor, so biofilms
which may contain human pathogens
must be completely eradicated from,
and further prevented from establishing
in this area on mushroom farms.
Eradicating biofilms
biofilms on mushroom farms are
difficult to detect. because organic
debris is incorporated into the
extracellular matrix, biofilms look like
other patches of organic soiling. The
easiest way to determine a biofilm is
by touch – due to the encapsulating
mucilaginous matrix, the biofilm surface
will feel slimy.
Once a biofilm matures, sanitisers on
their own are virtually ineffective.
Sanitisers may remove component cells
of the outer layers, but the deeply
encased cells will survive because of
the physical exopolysaccharide barrier
Australian Mushrooms Journal
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Figure 1 - Three sites where biofilms are likely to form are (A) recessed door handles and
(B) grow room floors and the bottom of walls.

Figure 2 - Prevent biofilm formation by cleaning soiled surfaces with a detergent and
then applying an appropriate disinfectant before the soil dries.
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and the cells’ altered physiology and
metabolism. Once the sanitiser has
dissipated, the surviving cells will
reproduce, accumulate debris and freeliving cells from the environment and
quickly regenerate the biofilm. The
recommended treatment protocol is a
four-step regimen encompassing:
1. Time
Increase the contact time to allow the
sanitiser to diffuse into the biofilm.
Optimal contact times for sanitisers
have been determined by testing them
against free-living organisms and the
test parameters are not transferrable
to field situations. As an example, freeliving Listeria bacteria are killed within
30 seconds exposure to the sanitiser
benzalkonium chloride, while Listeria
incorporated into biofilm took up to
120 minutes to be killed (Stier 2005).
because of the complex interactions of
sanitiser, biofilm organic content and
the natural decline in sanitiser activity
over time, just increasing contact time
will not ensure biofilm eradication.
2. Concentration
Apply the sanitiser at the highest rate
recommended by the manufacturer.
Although the concentration of active
ingredient will be reduced by the
biofilm properties, this will ensure
the deeply encased component cells
are exposed to the highest possible
concentration which is more likely to be
a lethal dose.
3. Temperature
Make the working sanitiser solution
with warm water between 50°C and
70°C. be careful to keep within these
limits. Temperatures exceeding 70°C
will ‘bake’ protein to the surface and
make it virtually impossible to remove.
While it may eradicate the majority of
the biofilm, the surface will never be

clean and will always be ‘primed’ for
biofilm formation by any surviving cells
and additional free-living cells.
4. Agitation
The best input for biofilm removal
is elbow grease. Mechanical input is
required by scrubbing or scraping the
biofilm from the surface to make sure
the deep cells have been removed from
the surface or at least the protective
exopolysaccharide has been removed
so remaining cells receive the fullest
exposure to the sanitiser.
The presence of biofilm indicates
inadequate farm sanitation. Biofilm
formation is a rapid process under
conducive conditions. Attachment to
a dirty surface may begin within 30
minutes of exposure and within one
hour, 10% of the bacteria adhering to
the surface are attached irreversibly.
After an eight hour work shift, more
than 91% of the bacteria are irreversibly
attached. Within 24 hours, the
biofilm will have matured and become
entrenched and extremely difficult to
remove. If soil is allowed to dry before
removal, attachment of bacteria is
significantly increased (Sofos 2009),
so cleaning must be carried out before
organic soiling becomes dry (Fig. 2).
The overarching tenet of an effective
mushroom disease management
philosophy is that prevention is the
sharpest tool in the shed. And so it is
for biofilms. The critical role played
by sanitation in biofilm prevention is
summed up in the following quote:

“…The most important part of your
sanitation program is cleaning because
that cleaning prepares the surface for
sanitizing. If the surface is not clean, it
cannot be properly sanitized. In other
words, if the surface has not been
properly cleaned, it is dirty, which will
provide an excellent environment on

which biofilms can more easily form.
The application of sanitisers to dirty
surfaces is both ineffective and a
waste of money since the efficacy of
that sanitiser will be reduced by the
presence of residual soil.”
— Richard F. Stier (2005)
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Further information:
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Warwick.gill@utas.edu.au
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Pest and Disease Service –
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The Project is managed through the
Tasmanian Institute of Agriculture.

TIA is a joint venture of the University of
Tasmania and the Tasmanian Government.
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Clinic ‘Available’
Accurate identification of
a disease or pest is the
basis of effective control.
Sometimes the cause of the
symptom is easy to identify
because the farm staff have
had prior experience at
managing the problem. But
in some instances, ‘new’ or
‘different’ diseases or pests
appear that the farm staff
and farm managers are
unfamiliar with.

A

ccurate identification of a
disease or pest is the basis of
effective control. Sometimes the
cause of the symptom is easy
to identify because the farm staff have
had prior experience at managing the
problem. But in some instances, ‘new’
or ‘different’ diseases or pests appear
that the farm staff and farm managers
are unfamiliar with. At other times
the symptoms are not ‘classic’, they do
not present as they are expected to
appear and this can lead to an incorrect
identification. Often containment and
control measures are species specific
so incorrect identification can lead to
ineffective measures being put in place.
Available Support
A Pest and Disease “Clinic” is available
as part of the HIA funded project Pest
and Disease Management and Research
Services (MU16003).
This advice is available to farms to assist
with getting an accurate identification.
If we are unable to identify remotely via
studying photographs of the problem
and exploring the symptom expression
and disease pattern on the farm, we
will recommend the most appropriate
laboratory for the farm to send the
sample to be tested. In consultation with
the farm we will develop a preliminary
action plan and once test results are
available, will work with the farm to
review progress and develop an ongoing
action plan.

A recent example
The following photographs show
atypical symptoms recently sent to us
from a mushroom farm to comment
on. At a quick glance the symptoms
are like Cobweb symptoms but what
is curious is the presence of the green
spores. A sample has been sent away
to a laboratory to examine the spores
microscopically. At the time of writing
we are still waiting for an answer. In
the meantime, the farm is looking very
closely at all flushes and rooms and
spot treating any spots detected the
same way Cobweb is treated (covered
with damp paper and salted).

Further information:
Project leader – Warwick Gill
Warwick.gill@utas.edu.au
0417 766 588
Pest and Disease Service –
Judy Allan
judyallan@bigpond.com
02 6767 1057

The information in this article has been provided as part of project MU16003 – Pest
and Disease Management and Research Services. This project has been funded by
Hort Innovation using the mushroom research and development levy and contributions
from the Australian Government. Hort Innovation is the grower owned, not-for-profit
research and development corporation for Australian horticulture.
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Photos of atypical symptoms from a mushroom farm. Clear photographical evidence can aid in early identification.

Applied Horticultural
Disease Diagnostic
Service
If your farm has disease issues or if you just need
to monitor the effectiveness of current management
practices, then this service is for you.
•
•
•
•

Cost effective sampling
Quick testing & reporting
Valuable information
Improved disease management

Contact:
Gordon Rogers - gordon@ahr.com.au - (02) 8627 1040
Liam Southam-Rogers - liam@ahr.com.au - (02) 8627 1040

Harvesting Quality
Mushrooms
By: Erik de Groot, GLAGS Global Agriculture Services

P
Top: Bed of button mushrooms.
Above: Erik de Grout. Above Right: Button Mushroom
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ulling together a good harvesting
team is very important, and every
farm needs someone with an eye
for detail to lead that process.
Proper harvest management can make
or break the effort from earlier stages.
In this article, I will look at how to
best start the process and where
improvements are possible.
The best starting point is understanding
the benefits selective picking can bring.
As previously explained a mushroom
grows rapidly and doubles in weight
every 24 hours. In an ideal situation
that means harvesting every 24 hours
would be the most beneficial. That
way when the mushrooms reach their
maximum size, they are picked, and
with every pass space is created for the
other mushrooms, allowing as many
mushrooms as possible to achieve
maximum size.
Of course, harvesting every 24 hours is

CSA Tri Clean & Fog combine a unique
blend of three active ingredients to
provide broad spectrum disease cover
during growing room clean outs.
Tri Clean and Tri Fog combats a wide
range of typical pathogens commonly
associated with mushroom
production such as Cladobotryum
spp. Lecanicillium spp. Verticillium
spp. & Trichoderma spp.
Non corrosive, non staining, non
odourous & pH neutral.
Although Tri Clean & Tri Fog has a
relatively low hazard rating when
compared to many other common
sanitising products please always refer
to the SDS and read the safety
precautions on product labels before
use.

While being non corrosive, non
staining, non odorous & pH neutral,
Tri Clean & Tri Fog also has a relatively
low hazard rating when compared to
many other common sanitising
products.
Tri Clean & Tri Fog are available to
growers in all regions either direct
from CSA (manufacturers) or through
our national distributor network.

CSA Products are Australian
made & owned with
locations in Brisbane QLD &
Newcastle NSW

Top Left:
Mushroom ready for picking
Top Right:
Showing how to pick a
mushroom.

Right:
Table 1 - An example of a
set-up for the daily production
planning
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difficult to manage, but some companies make it work and see considerable improvements
in yield and quality. My suggestion is to run a small trial (even just a few square metres)
to determine the increase in yield when mushrooms are picked at maximum size. From
experience, the results are stunning. Following the approach on a big farm where they
were harvesting already on a reasonable level in two shifts, achieved a 43% increase in
yield. The method is hard to do, but it does show the potential and importance of proper
training, management and planning.
On small farms, like many in the Netherlands, the owner is more involved in daily
management; the cost of pickers is low, and the results in yield and quality are better
than on many big farms where managing people is a more significant task.
Suitable systems and training will deliver many advantages and a quality that stands out.
Every farm should have a designated staff member to train new pickers, remembering
it is easier to train a new picker than retrain pickers with bad habits. When new pickers
join the team, they should have a motivated coach and someone with the know-how
to explain the details of selective picking. Training pickers immediately on selective
picking is more important than the speed they pick. As most farms pay pickers per kg,

this initial training will allow them to
pick up pace progressively. In a lot of
farms, the best picker is always the one
with the highest performance based on
speed, but is that so? Try to measure
how many total kgs every individual
picks every week. This measurement
is likely to show some pickers harvest
more total kgs than others, and it is
those pickers that bring more yield and
are more valuable for the farm than the
Horst
fastest picker.
en Dhr. H. Vousten
Planning rooms according to the
expected daily production is very
important in the process of selective
89
69
picking. Selective picking requires the
picking of only those mushrooms that
need to be harvested. Picking too small
in the morning because there are too
many pickers in the room, or because
the same pickers have to go to other
rooms, will cost production. Try to plan
the pickers required for every room so
that each room can harvest the entire
day. Another advantage of this approach
is that you can start in the morning,
with some pickers starting the 2nd and

3rd flushes then instead of doing that
later in the day.
On many occasions, the 3rd flush is only
harvested at the end of the working day
when mushrooms are already soft and
opening, an approach that is not very
good for quality and yield at all!
In adopting this approach, the first
important step is to estimate the
total production of the day and the
performance of available pickers. That
will give you the total hours required
to harvest the room. Dividing the
estimated total production by the
required picking time establishes the
total of pickers needed for that day, in
that room. See Table 1 (on the previous
page) an example of a set-up for the
daily production planning.
Every room is planned on the total
expected kgs and picking performance.
Based on that information, it is then
possible to estimate the total amount
of pickers needed for that day in the
individual grow rooms, based on an
eight-hour working day.

This approach gives mushrooms the
required time to grow. Every hour a
mushroom will grow 1mm in size and
4% in weight. With every pass, only
those mushrooms that are ready should
be picked. Picking down a room with
beautiful quality mushrooms to 50 mm
early in the day because they are not
getting harvested until the next day,
is disastrous for yield. Even when only
one room is being picked, it is still
important to plan the number of pickers
to take advantage of the growth of the
mushrooms during the day.
Introducing this picking method on your
farm is a management process, that can
take some time. It should be viewed
as an investment for the future that is
worth doing. The benefits can be huge,
and in the competitive market, it can
make a real difference to longer-term
profitability.
Erik de Groot
GLAGS Global Agriculture Services
Glags.spain@gmail.com
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the power of combined experience
Not all projects are turnkey projects.
You can of course approach the group for smaller jobs as well.
With the advantage that you can still take the expertise of the whole Group.
Witveldweg 104-106-108 • 5961 ND Horst - The Netherlands • tel. +31 (0)77 399 95 00 • info@christiaensgroup.com • www.christiaensgroup.com
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your blend
for life
Topterra Holland is a member of the Legro Group, a family business in growing
media now headed by the fourth generation. Our goal in the coming years is to
continue producing the best possible product and services for the mushroom
and horticultural industries. This goal requires a different organisation than
we had in the past. A strong company structure linked to a clear brand,
recognised both nationally and internationally. This is why Topterra Holland
as a company name has changed into Legro Mushroom Casing Solutions.
Proudly we will retain Topterra as our mushroom casing product name.

Sjef Swinkels

Legro Mushroom Casing Solutions

Tel. + 31 (0) 88 1717600

www.legrogroup.com
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Crisis Management
capability re-launch

T

he Australian Mushroom Industry’s
crisis management (AMSAFE)
review project (MU16001)
introduced in the 2018 Summer
edition of the Australian Mushrooms Journal
is a collaborative commitment made by the
Australian Mushroom Industry to:
• Enable an effective crisis management
response by improving the industry’s
understanding of crisis management
principles and procedures
• Improve coordination and industry
resilience by increasing awareness of
crisis management arrangements for
the mushroom industry
• Protect the industry’s reputation
by providing an intuitive approach
to identify, assess and respond to
crises using effective communication
strategies

The Australian Mushroom Industry’s crisis
management (AMSAFE) review project
(MU16001) introduced in the 2018 Summer
edition of the Australian Mushrooms Journal
is a collaborative commitment made by the
Australian Mushroom Industry.

Key project stakeholders from the
Australian Mushroom Industry included
representatives from:
• Australian Mushroom Growers’
Association Board and Risk Committee
• AMSAFE Committee
• Strategic Investment Advisory Panel
The crisis management review project
was undertaken by Control Risks, a
specialist global risk management
consultancy whose Australian consultants
specialise in crisis management across the
Australia Pacific region, regularly assisting
the horticulture industry.
The project integrates with the
Brand Risk Management Framework
project (MU16517), led by Australian
communications firm Porter Novelli,
developing a complementary expert
strategic communication capability for the
Australian Mushroom Industry.
The projects culminated in the first
quarter of 2018 following the facilitated
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VACUUM COOLERS

The most effective way to extend the shelf life of your mushrooms

Proudly
Australian Owned
with 20 years
in the industry!

Vacuum Coolers for Lease or Purchase

Call us now, on: (07) 5549 0234
www.koldtek.com.au
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duration of industry crisis events.
The critical success factor for the
effectiveness of the industry support and
response arrangements is the situational
awareness of growers to identify and
escalate emerging uncontained or crisis
What are the outputs?
events as early as possible.
A dedicated crisis
The AMSAFE Committee has developed
management team to
and distributed a two page guide on
coordinate industry response
how and when to contact the AMSAFE
The project revised existing governance
Committee. All growers are encouraged
structures to bring together a crisis
to familiarise themselves with the
management team of industry
communication details and criteria for
representatives with the experience,
escalation.
network and resources to respond quickly
If you have any questions or would
and effectively to potential impacts
like additional information about the
to the mushroom industry. The team
support arrangements available, and
comprises representatives from:
the function of the AMSAFE crisis
• AMGA Board;
management team, contact:
• AMSAFE Committee; and
• Porter Novelli.
Sally Heukers
General Manager
Robust AMSafe Crisis
Australian Mushroom Growers’
Management and
Association Ltd
Communications plans
M: 0472 599 135
The crisis management team is
e: sally.heukers@amga.asn.au
guided by the revised AMSAFE Crisis
Management Plan, and newly developed
Patrick McClelland
Crisis Communications Plan. The plans
Managing Partner
document the response process for any
Porter Novelli
Two
lines new
emerging uncontained or crisis event,
T: 03
9289product
9555
and clearly set out communication
e: pmcclelland@porternovelli.com.au
mushroom machinery
and engagement details for a suite of
W: www.porternovelli.com.au
available stakeholders and resources to
draw upon.
What are the outcomes?
Premium
Economy
A streamlined response capability,
incorporating a fit-for-purpose plan
Heavy duty
Budget friendly
and governance structure, positions the
Top quality
– 30% Price
industry to coordinate response to and
subsequently minimise the impact and
crisis management exercise activity to
validate the application of the crisis
management plan, held at the Park
Royal Hotel at Melbourne Airport on 14
February.

Speed of response
In today’s environment, speed of
response to a public reputation threat
is critical. The AMGA is ready to act at
short notice and wants to work with
growers to protect the integrity and
reputation of the mushroom industry,
its growers, and the Australian
Mushrooms brand.
To do this effectively and to protect
industry interests, the Association
needs your support. If there is
something in the industry you think
might impact reputation, it would be
appreciated if you could quickly
contact the AMGA. Not only are there
experts and capability to draw on to
help your circumstance, but it will
also allow AMGA to do any preplanning to protect the broader
industry as well. It’s a win win.

Act quickly! Contact the
AMGA on 02 4577 6877.

www.mushroommachinery.com

Mushroom Fly Control
Targets the larvae to stop the breeding cycle







Effective control of larval stage of sciarid fly lifecycle
Seek out prey
Safe to use, with no withholding period
Combat chemical resistance
Curative and preventative solutions available
Available all year round with next day delivery

Ecogrow Environment Pty Ltd
Ph: (02)

6284 3844

www.ecogrow.com.au
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The Reality of Food Safety Risk:

Listeriosis In Melons

I
By Clare Hamilton-Bate

f I had a dollar for every time I
heard someone say ‘there but for
the grace of God’ - in the context
of a food safety incident in another
industry or business - I’d be able to
buy my increasingly expensive morning
coffee without hesitation!
but coffee aside, the comment is
appropriate as no-one sets out to
intentionally cause a food safety
incident, and worse still one resulting
in serious illness and deaths. A set
of contributing events, an unforeseen
risk factor, a momentary breakdown
in process is all it takes. No business
is immune, but every business can
act to ensure their focus is on risk
management 24/7.
A close look at the recent outbreak
of Listeriosis linked to contaminated
rockmelons shows the impact has
extended far beyond the farm
allegedly responsible. The outbreak
provides a timely example of the need
for constant vigilance, consistent
compliance and an ability to identify
and react to anything out the ordinary,
where food safety and ultimately
human life and death is involved.
One single farm
Initially reported in late february, the
outbreak was linked to a single farm in
the NSW Riverina.
To try and protect the reputation of
other melon growers and, importantly
to convince consumers that melons
were still safe to eat, Rombola family
farms was identified as the source
of the problem in product recall
notifications and subsequent updates.
While proactive communications and
assurances were understandable given
the circumstances, history shows it is
likely to take years for consumers to
regain confidence in the Australian
rockmelon industry.
The melon industry estimates that
sales were down by 90% at the height
of the outbreak and have now only
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recovered to around 50% of usual
sales.
Two years ago, the demand for
rockmelons was significantly
impacted following an outbreak of
salmonella that left 20 people sick.
This current Listeria outbreak has
seven confirmed deaths, and it is
likely to take a lot longer to rebuild
consumer confidence this time; both
in the domestic and export markets
for Australian melons.
The investigation process
So how do we investigate, and can we
always find the answers?
The investigation into the current
outbreak was conducted by the NSW
Food Authority and involved extensive
microbiological swabbing of the packing
shed environment and equipment for
Listeria.
Listeria species and Listeria
monocytogenes were found on
the packing shed floor during the
investigation, which is not surprising
as Listeria are often found in soil.
However, melons from boxed product at
Flemington Markets also tested positive
for Listeria monocytogenes, and a
trade level recall was initiated on 28
February.
That same day the NSW Food
Authority issued a media release
advising consumers to discard any
rockmelon they may have purchased.
Melons obtained at retail, wholesale
and a swab of melons at the packing
shed tested positive for Listeria
monocytogenes. The genetic sequence
of these Listeria isolates was an
exact match with clinical cases. No
rockmelons or swabs from any other
farms tested positive for Listeria
monocytogenes.
The investigation found that the
contamination is likely to have occurred
due to adverse weather (localised
storm over the farm and subsequent
dust storms during the season)

The impact of Listeriosis goes
far beyond the farm.

increasing the levels of Listeria on the
fruit before harvest. The washing and
sanitising process was not able to
remove all the trapped bacteria from
the rockmelon surfaces, resulting in a
low level of Listeria being present.
The full Investigation Summary is
available on the NSW food Authority
Website.
but, it doesn’t stop there.
Trade impact and Class
Action
As the publicity appeared to be
waning, the World Health Organisation
(WHO) published an article
highlighting the export of melons from
Rombola farms to nine countries
including China, Japan, Kuwait,
Malaysia, Oman, Qatar

and Singapore. The article also outlined
the incubation time for Listeriosis can
be up to 70 days, with potentially
other cases yet to be reported.
Meanwhile, for those tragically
affected by the outbreak, one possible
next step is a ‘Class Action’, assisted by
leading US food Safety Attorney bill
Marler who announced he is available
to consult with those affected.
In 2011, the United States experienced
the most significant Listeria outbreak
in its history linked to rockmelons
grown by Jensen farms in Colorado. In
total there were 147 cases with 33
deaths across 28 states. Marler Clark
successfully represented 30 of
the .families of the dead and dozens of
others affected by the outbreak.

The information in this article has been provided as part of project MU16005 – Food safety for
the Australian mushroom industry. This project has been funded by Hort Innovation using the
mushroom research and development levy and contributions from the Australian Government.
Hort Innovation is the grower owned, not-for-profit research and development corporation for
Australian horticulture.

So what can we learn?
In simple terms, the lesson from this
and other food safety incidents is that
issues like this can happen. Even with
the best systems and best intent, a
momentary lapse in compliance or
the failure to identify and manage an
‘out of the ordinary risk’ can result in
disaster. And the disaster carries with
it not just an impact on the business
concerned, but a longer-term impact in
the broader industry participants and
of course a tragic impact on those
victims of the outbreak.
Incidents such as this illustrate food
safety compliance has to be an integral
part of business management for every
minute of every day. If food safety is
treated as just a necessary
‘bolt on’, without commitment and
understanding, the question is not if
incidents will occur, but rather when
they will happen and how severe they
will be.
Mushroom Industry Survey
To assist mushroom growers in
ensuring proactive system compliance a
short survey has been prepared. The
survey takes into account both the
context of risk minimisation and the
need to comply with the requirements
of the Harmonised Australian Retailer
produce Scheme (HARpS). This survey
is vital as it will help to gauge current
compliance and future needs.
please assist by participating in the
survey which will be communicated to
industry in the coming weeks.
Additional food safety resource
materials are also being prepared. The
purpose of these materials is to enable
industry to review and revisit key
risk factors and ensure management
practices can deliver the highest
possible level of food safety. After all,
food safety is not just a safety net for
consumers, it represents a safety net
for everyone involved in delivering
food to consumers.
Further Information:
Clare Hamilton-Bate
Email: clare@freshcare.com.au
Tel: 0407 930 586
or 1300 853 508
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The Bridge to Success

Above: The 43rd Australian Mushroom
Growers Association 2018 Conference
will be held at the InterContinental in
Sydney from 11-13 October.
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W

hat makes a great conference?
Well, there any many and
varied opinions on this
question, but the consensus
is that it should challenge and excite, and
it should inform and even entertain. And
all this should be done in a way that is
industry relevant, and that brings people
together and stimulates discussion.
So, if you are a mushroom grower or
someone with an interest in the industry,
here is an opportunity to attend a
conference put together just for you.
Developed by the Australian Mushroom
Growers Association under the theme –
The Bridge to Success – the conference
will be held at the InterContinental Hotel
in Sydney from 11-13 October 2018.
Chairman of the AMGA Organising
Committee, Geoff Martin said the program
would feature experienced and influential
international speakers (see outline on the
next page).
Dr Martin said the conference program
would be finalised shortly and would
cover an exciting mix of topics of interest
to everyone growing mushrooms in
Australia.
“Every speaker represents years of
experience, and it is a coup for the AMGA
to be able to attract this talent to our
conference. I am excited, and I would
encourage everyone to mark down the
dates and start preparing to attend this
valuable event.”

The international speakers will cover
topics ranging from composting
management and supplementation,
lessons from the growth of the Chinese
and European mushroom industries,
opportunities for exotic mushrooms in
Australia, growing techniques and issues
facing small-scale production.
The program also includes reports on
levy-based investments in marketing and
research and development. Researchers
will also provide updates on key projects
in pest and disease management and food
safety.
The conference will include an on-farm
component, with visits planned to Sylvan
Australia’s spawn plant and Elf Farm
Supply’s composting facility. And as no
Sydney visit would be complete without
a harbour cruise, delegates will also
have the opportunity to connect while
exploring the delights of Sydney Harbour.
Registrations for the conference will
be open in late April. Updates on the
conference program will be made
available through the Industry Update
newsletter and in the next edition of this
Journal.
Take action now
Yes, October is months away, but start
planning now, so you don’t miss out on
this exciting opportunity. The industry
conference occurs every two years, so this
is the chance to hear world-renowned
experts address topics of interest to the
industry.
• Check your diary to block out the dates.
• Talk to your business associates, fellow
workers and others that you think may
be interested and spread the news.
• Visit the website, download and submit
the registration forms.
• Stay informed by reading updates
provided through this Journal and the
Industry Update e-newsletter.

Topic

Speaker

The design of composting
facilities in relation to
Trichoderma and virus X
outbreaks.

Dr John Burden – UK –
International mushroom consultant with over
40 years’ experience

The opportunities for exotic
mushrooms in Australia

Prof Anon Auetragul – Thailand –
AnonBiotec – Exotic Mushroom grower and
International Consultant to the UN

Development of the Chinese
Agaricus mushroom industry

Mr Bill Chen – China –
Former General Manager Sylvan China

The success of the European
mushroom industry

Mr Mel O’ Rourke – Ireland –
Managing Director Sylvan Europe

Mycelial Meander and
Development on the African
Continent

Mr Mel Meyer – South Africa –
Dig It Mushroom Consultancy

The art of supplementation

Mr Eric Vernooij – Netherlands –
Supplement & Casing Expert
Champ Food International

Growing quality mushrooms –
easier said than done

Mr Erik de Groot – United States –
International Mushroom Consultant
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Let’s talk
about your
industry

John Vatikiotis
Relationship Management Lead
Hort Innovation

Meet the mushroom industry
Relationship Manager and see
how he can support you.
John is keen to chat with you. He is your link to the latest R&D and marketing
developments and how these can help your business grow. It’s easy to request a
phone call – just go to the ‘Contact Me’ form at horticulture.com.au/contact-me.
Alternatively, call 02 8295 2300 or email membership@horticulture.com.au and let
us know you would like John to call you.

horticulture.com.au

Hort Innovation

Roundup
H

ort Innovation provides a
range of information to levy
payers on activities relevant
to mushroom growers. The
mushroom pages of the Hort Innovation
website can help to keep you connected
with information on new, ongoing and
recently completed projects; up to date
information on the activities of the
Strategic Investment Advisory Panel;
Financial statements and project
summaries.
Registered subscribers can also access
the monthly forecasting tool.
Final Reports
If you are a levy payer or registered
member of Hort Innovation you can
access Final Reports of funded projects
for free. The reports are ordered via an
Order Form and are delivered via email.
A complete list of available reports is
available HERE.
A list of the Mushroom industry Final
Reports for the past two years is
included below.
Stay connected
Levy payers and business owners (or
nominated representatives) are
encouraged to become members of Hort
Innovation. To stay connected, growers
and others in the horticulture supply
chain can subscribe to receive regular
news and communications.

Requests for Proposals
The industry, through Hort Innovation,
issues Requests for Proposal for research
and development projects for the
Australian mushroom industry. Proposals
for the following projects are currently
being assessed and further information
will be made available through the
industry Journal and through this
newsletter. Additional information is also
available on the Hort Innovation website.
• Mushroom industry benchmarking
2016-17 to 2017-18 (MU16006)
• Educating health professionals
about mushrooms (MU17002)
Mushroom Industry Strategic
Investment Advisory Panel
The Mushroom Industry Strategic
Investment Advisory Panel continues to
meet regularly to discuss and provide
advice to Hort Innovation on strategic
levy investments in research,
development and marketing.
To keep informed, please take the time
to read the meeting summaries, which
are available at the following LINK. If
you have any questions relating to the
operations of the SIAP, please contact
Hort Innovation Industry Relationship
Manager, John Vatikiotis either by phone
- 0429 022 637, or email John.Vatikiotis@horticulture.com.au
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Phone: (08) 8277 1040 Email: admin@globalaxis.com.au
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ADVERTISING
Advertising within this publication is maintained by the
Australian Mushroom growers Association under an
agreement with Horticulture Innovation Australia.
This Association welcomes advertising within the Journal.
The booking deadline is 6 weeks prior to the publication date.

for further information, please contact Sally Heukers on
0472 599 135 or via email using the following LINk.
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